[Feasibility of focused transthoracic echocardiography in intensive care unit performed by intensivists].
To assess the clinical applicability of focused transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) in intensive care unit (ICU) performed by intensivists and its impacts on clinical managements. After 12-hour tutorials and initial cardiac clinical assessments, intensivists performed a focused TTE (2-4 views of 2D, without Doppler or M mode) examination in 88 patients to assess left ventricular function and left ventricular volume status, and rule out local ventricular wall motion abnormalities and significant pericardial effusions. Each investigation was immediately reviewed by an echocardiograph to determine the technical quality of the TTE and the accuracy of the intensivist's interpretation. Intensivists successfully performed a diagnostic focused TTE in 86 patients (97.7%) and interpreted correctly in 75 patients (85.2%). Management including fluid treatment, inotropic agent and vasoactive agent in 22.7% of patients were changed directly based on the focused TTE, 45.5% of patients were provided with valuable information, while 31.8% of them with non-valuable information. The mean focused TTE acquisition time of the intensivist was (11.2±5.2) minutes. After a brief standard training in using echocardiographic system, intensivists can successfully performed and correctly interpreted a focused TTE for critically ill patients. Our study demonstrates that new information can be provided by focused TTE, which can alter management in a significant number of patients. The present study supports incorporating bedside goal-directed, focused TTE into intensivists' training programs in China.